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PRICE FIVE CENTS

Pennsylvania Quarterly Windsors Second 

WIN GIVES TEAM THIRD PLACE

For swimming season's second half season, Pennsylvania's basketball passport looks to hold up, as the "Havens" defeated Ohio State 92-84 at the Fieldhouse Saturday night. The final score of 92-84 in the last half, and 11-10 in the first half, are the highest points scored in the history of the team.

St. John's announced its intention to join next week to the Intercollegiate Basketball Association for the coming year. The announcement was made by Francis J. Young, St. John's Manager, the last Sunday afternoon.

Dr. Frederick E. Stockwell, Senior Harvard, in his quarterly to the Laconia, New Hampshire, on "The Writing of Soviet Novels," is topic of the literary world of America. He is now a member of the Harvard Law School, and he has been quite popular among the literary world.

Dr. Spencer M. Wilson, President of the University of California, will speak on "The Writing of Russian Novels," at the Harvard Law School. Dr. Wilson has been spending his time in writing and painting. He is a member of the Harvard Law School, and he has been quite popular among the literary world.

Dr. Spencer M. Wilson, President of the University of California, will speak on "The Writing of Russian Novels," at the Harvard Law School. Dr. Wilson has been spending his time in writing and painting. He is a member of the Harvard Law School, and he has been quite popular among the literary world.
Warren Jennings
TAILOR
3441 Woodland Avenue
Formerly President of Warren's, Inc.

Opening Specials
$40, $50, $60
TOPCOATS AND SUITS
$35

$1.00, $1.50
SPRING NECKWEAR

FOUR PIECE SUITS, 50

DRY CLEANING AND PRESSING SUITS, $1.00

TWO WEEKS DELIVERY ON ALL ORDERS

NOTICES

NEW SPRING STYLES
IN MEN'S SHOES

OUR DISPLAY IS READY FOR YOUR INSPECTION. YOUR APPROVAL HAS BEEN MADE CERTAIN BY THE SKILL AND CARE WITH WHICH THE SHOES HAVE BEEN DESIGNED.

The Weston
A Rich Tan Russet Calf Leather with Good Looks and Comfort by Threading Your Feet into a Pair. They Certainly Bring a Sweet Smile of Approval.

ED KOLHOFF
3611 Woodland Avenue

RENT A CAR
Drive It Yourself
THE MILESTONE SYSTEM, INC.

Fresher by a day

CREAM BUTTERMILK
A Sure Cure For Spring Fever
(You'll enjoy its pleasantries and stimulate other effects)
CLOSING OUT SALE
of
Ready-to-Wear Clothes

To Make Room for Custom-Made Department

UNIVERSITY CLOTHES SHOP
3705 SPRUCE STREET

ICE CREAM
Sold at
THE HOUSTON HALL
“See — Al”
Coffee—Hot Chocolate—Sandwiches

The Seville Studios, Inc.
3413 Walnut Street
Do not miss the opening of our Studio the week of March 1st. Many unusual attractive novelties at sensible prices.
Come in and look us over.

Bender, Oll and Franks
OPTICIANS
182 CHESTNUT STREET

ICE CREAM
Sold at
THE HOUSTON HALL
“See — Al”
Coffee—Hot Chocolate—Sandwiches

The Seville Studios, Inc.
3413 Walnut Street
Do not miss the opening of our Studio the week of March 1st. Many unusual attractive novelties at sensible prices.
Come in and look us over.

The Seville Studios, Inc.
3413 Walnut Street
Do not miss the opening of our Studio the week of March 1st. Many unusual attractive novelties at sensible prices.

One man tells another
The Penn Man About The Campus

Seeking a double-faced, white, shouldercoat
Like the one he noticed in the window last week
Will do as well for the Custom Tailoring Department of The Campus Store

Where well-dressed young men always find the style they prefer.

The Custom Tailoring Department is our latest clothing department. It is devoted exclusively to suits which are smart and correct.

UNFINISHED WORSTEDS
WORSTED
CASHERS
TWEEDS AND BIRSES

GUILFORD-BACHAUACH

All the NEWS of Spring
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The Interfraternity Council has under consideration the matter of a scholastic obligation rule for Freshmen before they may become members of a fraternity. This rule is not yet passed, but we are concerned with a more serious problem.

What should a friendship do with its members who become ineligible after they are initiated?

It is a well-known fact that many students, after they join a fraternity, can't see the forest for the trees (fraternity). For the trees (fraternity). They become so exclusively absorbed in "bushes" that they sometimes forget the minor branches of attending lectures, writing papers and other obligations.

It is our conviction that the task is consciously trying to get something more than the fact out of his college career should not be permitted by those who are enacting in its power and the Charleston.

There is some sort of bureaucratic control over the proposed fundamental element of student-owned automobiles from the college campus. Student evidence, particularly, are sorted, and so may say that we blame them. If they took their automobiles away from them, the Princeton boys would have nothing in it at all.

We should not be greatly impressed if the deadly student were banned from our own campus. There isn't much reason to drive up and down Jason Street anyway.

It is rumored that there is a plan on foot to alter the membership of the Undergraduate Council in future years, to eliminate the representation of all clubs and include all the other organizations, with a combination of one representative from each undergraduate department.

The change may or may not be a good thing; we don't pretend to know. But there is one point on which we wish to be enlightened. Assuming that the President of the Freshman class automatically became a member of the Council, should he be the Freshman President or the ikeagle? If so, you will notice a definite question of the well-dressed President of the Freshman class should wear.

Definition on the matter serves only to complicate the situation. Should a member of the Undergraduate Council be selected by the Virginia Commonwealth? Finally, who should these people be who would advocate such heartless dealings, but, on the other hand, it might exercise a detrimental influence on the quality of that balanced body.

Perhaps you are one of the ones who, like yourself, are not sure whether tickets to "The Mikado" are worth three dollars each.

Which reminds us of the optimist of the day is the chap hopes to get five dollars to the mask and Whig ball. Regarding the box office policy of the producers, it strikes us as a youth of varying temperament.

A mild flurry of excitement was caused last Saturday evening when the picture at the University Hospital staged promotions with the Springfield Idiosyncrasies.

The Freshman Across the Hall looked up from his copy of the Register's "Manual" to remark that fraternity pledges should be given two years of gym credits for the rights of their pledges.

Postulates of the affair assure us that the Interfraternity Ball will be all that it should be this year. This sounds promising.

Well, all is well and all is well and we all agreed that it is a "wonderful day to be nice to stay indoors."
Congratulations to the "Pledges"

Our hearty congratulations are extended to those who were just pledged to the various Fraternities... and a suggestive script of meeting the extra expense involved by buying spring clothing at the EDWARD CORNER in Houston Hall and using the savings to help defray your fruit assessments. Begin tutoring to your pleasure, fine fabrics, failures 60.

$28.75 and $38.75

University Store Houston Hall Central City Store 500 & Market Streets

Open Weekdays from 8:30 to 6:00 P.M.

EDWARD CLOTHES
MADE FOR YOU

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3441 Walnut Street

Spring Time Gloves of Meyers Make

MEN WHO ARE "MADE"
WEAR MEYERS MAKE.
EQUALLY FAVOR ED BY "MEN-IN-THE-MAKING."

Choose for these Ships for EUROPE at $95 up

MINNEHAHA
MINNESOTA
WINNIBREDW
DEVONIA
MAJESTIC
BELGENLAND
LAGLAND
CEDRIC
CELIC
DORIC REGINA
MEANTON
LAURENTIC

The only exclusively Tourist Third Cabin liner in the world.
No other passengers carried.
World's largest ship.

Largest and finest ships in Atlantic.

"Tourist Third" carries to Liverpool (convenient port for Shakespeare country and English Lake region).

"Doric Regina" carries over the short, scenic St. Lawrence River route.

March Specials

$50 Suit or Topcoat

Extra Trousers or Knickers
$10 extra

Made as we only know how

KENDIG-WHELAN-MASON

TAILORS

1209 WALNUT ST.

STUDENT STORES

PYLE & INNES
LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
115 WALNUT ST.

Evening Clothes!

This month and February we are here with matching Trousers and Full-dress suits.

You will get garments here that reflect your good taste and ones that will last for years.

Sale Suits and Overcoats now reduced.

LEADING SPECIALISTS to YOUNG MEN'S

White Trousers, Sport Jackets

MINNEHAHA

WEAR MEYERS MAKE.

DORIC REGINA

LARGEST "TOURIST" CARRIERS over the short, scenic ST. LAWRENCE RIVER ROUTE.

Early reservation is recommended.

WHITE STAR LINE
RED STAR LINE
LEXYLAND LINE
ATLANTIC TRANSPORT LINE

500 Market St. Philadelphia

Phone: Mayflower 1-3500

UNITED STATES AND CANADA
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UNITED STATES AND CANADA

University Students

ARE INVITED TO THE FIRST EXHIBITION IN PHILADELPHIA OF THE

Photo Radioscope

AT STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER'S

WEEK BEGINNING MONDAY, MARCH 7

See the wonderful machine in operation—Photographs, Sketches and Messages in Poste Stamps. Received by Radio from New York, London and San Francisco.

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER
MARKET ST.—EIGHTH ST.—FILBERT ST.
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NOTICES

Preferred applications for tickets for opera "Mikado" are to be accompanied of cash or check and turned in by members of cast and chorus not later than today. All applications will be filed in the order they are received and tickets sent by return.

Basketball Action—Captain Carbon will be held in the locker room this afternoon at 4 P.M. Following will please be present: Argonne, Cole, Orelle, Furnad, Thomas, Thompson and Turner.

One Club—There will be an important meeting of the Ohio Club tonight at 7:30 in the Trophy Room of Horsman Hall.

Travel Association—Important meeting of all board members and boarders is 7:30 today in Horsman Hall Travel Bureau office.

Basketball—Freemason practice tonight at 6 P.M. Freshman practice at 7 P.M. Thursday night and Junior practice at 7 P.M. Thursday night.

Pennsylvania Railroad—Meeting today at 1:10 of all photographic lovers in room 4, Houston Hall.

Football—Practice this afternoon in the fields at 4:30.

WINTER'S BIGGEST LITTLE DRUG STORE

DR. SCHWARTZ CONTINUES MATHEMATICAL RESEARCH

The University Press' hopes that some friend now may provide the $6,500 which publication of the volume would require. A gift of $1,000 has been made to the University to enable the Joan A. Knauss Memorial Fund for Mathematical research. It is hoped that this may prove the nucleus of a larger endowment.

WASHINGTON CENTRAL

GAINS PREP TITLE

HORSEBACK CAMPING TRIP

THROUGH YELLOWSTONE PARK

First party starts July 15. Cost of 16 day trip $40. Make reservations with Mr. John Barbour or write Jack Hamilton, Swift Lily Lodge, West Yellowstone, Montana.

WHEN YOU 'CAN'T SEE DAD, SEE DAVE BROOKS
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